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Abstract

In the next generation Internet, the network will evolve from a plain communication medium into one that provides
endless services to the users. These services will be composed of multiple cooperative distributed application elements.
We name these services overlay applications. The cooperative application elements within an overlay application will build
a dynamic communication mesh, namely an overlay association. The Quality of Service (QoS) perceived by the users of an
overlay application greatly depends on the QoS experienced on the communication paths of the corresponding overlay asso-

ciation. In this paper, we present super-peer alternate path discovery (SPAD), a distributed middleware architecture that
aims at providing enhanced QoS between end-points within an overlay association. To achieve this goal, SPAD provides a
complete scheme to discover and utilize composite alternate end-to-end paths with better QoS than the path given by the
default IP routing mechanisms.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the presence of mobile network-
enabled devices in our environment has steadily
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increased. These devices will collectively form a per-
vasive computing and networking environment
around the users, informing them, satisfying their
communication needs, and performing various tasks
on their behalf. In that regard, it might be unrealis-
tic to assume that these portable devices will be
capable of providing the increasing and extensive
local applications, computing or storage resources
that the users will require. In contrast, it might be
more realistic to rely on service providers at the edge
of the network to provide the required resources in a
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distributed manner. In this approach, the end-sys-
tems will view the network as an endless source of
services, and will act mainly as input/output devices.
This approach will benefit the mobile devices in
terms of cost, mobility support and lower energy
consumption. As discussed in [1], virtual test-beds
will facilitate the initial deployment of such ser-
vice-oriented networks. These service-oriented net-
works will provide composite services to the users.
These services will be composed of multiple cooper-
ative distributed software elements, as described in
[2]. These software elements will be elementary ser-
vices, which will perform generic tasks and commu-
nicate with each other, via overlay networks that
will be dynamically created over the existing Inter-
net infrastructure as required. We use the term over-

lay application to describe a distributed application
composed by such distributed elementary services.
Fig. 1 illustrates the deployment of an overlay appli-

cation S between two hosts, X and Y. S is composed
of the software elements (i.e. elementary services)
S1, S2, S3, and S4, respectively provided by hosts
(i.e service servers) A, B, C and D. This figure also
describes an example of a typical overlay applica-

tion. In this example, S is a complex video-confer-
encing application, which performs tasks such as
video-adaptation or subtitle generations (imple-
mented by the independent software elements Sis).

Within an overlay application, data flows no
longer travel between two end-points. They may
instead traverse multiple peer end-points (hosting
elementary services) and be produced/consumed
by several other peers. For example, an audio flow
in a distributed Voice Over-IP service such as Skype
[3] might pass through several peers providing ele-
mentary services such as firewall traversal, or
codec/quality adaptation. This defines a new peer-
Fig. 1. Deployment of an overlay application S (composed
to-peer communication paradigm, involving a set
of connections between elementary services within
an overlay application, and complementing the tra-
ditional point-to-point, or point-to-multipoint com-
munication paradigms. We use the term overlay

association to refer to such a set of connections
[4], as illustrated in Fig. 1. This concept of overlay

association allows the design of mechanisms that
improve and manage the Quality of Service (QoS)
experienced by the users of an overlay application

as a whole (e.g. reducing latency in the above VoIP
service). These mechanisms would perform global
resource optimization on an overlay association,
rather than less efficient local resource manage-
ment decisions. More precisely, these mechanisms
would be part of a middleware framework [4] that
would provide a unified means of managing the
communication needs of any overlay application,
thus reducing their implementation complexity.
This middleware framework would mediate between
the software elements involved in an overlay applica-

tion and the network.
Super-peer based alternate path discovery

(SPAD) is a distributed peer-to-peer scheme that
enhances the QoS between two peers of an overlay

association. It is a key part of the aforementioned
middleware framework for overlay networks. The
fundamental idea behind SPAD is to discover and
utilize alternate composite Internet paths [5] that
provide better QoS than the default path given by
the IP routing mechanisms, similar to the approach
discussed in [6]. We use the term QoS Enhanced
Alternate Paths (QEAPs) to refer to such alternate
paths. Fig. 2 illustrates the deployment of a QEAP
between two hosts, A and B, via a third relay host
R. More details on QEAPs and their characteristics
are given in appendix A, and in an earlier contribu-
of services S1, S2, S3 and S4) between hosts X and Y.



Fig. 2. Comparison between a QEAP (from host A to B, via relay
host R) and the default Internet path.
tion on QEAPs analysis [4]. The current SPAD sys-
tem allows the discovery of 2-hop QEAPs that pro-
vide better, i.e. shorter, delay between end-points.
As shown in appendix A, QEAPs with more than
2 hops do not provide significant extra benefits.
Furthermore, this SPAD system could be adapted
to discover QEAPs that enhance other QoS param-
eters (e.g. bandwidth, loss). Finally, using algebraic
properties of QoS parameters (e.g. delays being
additive) [7], in conjunction with SPAD, it is possi-
ble to provide enhanced QoS to an entire overlay
association.

This paper presents the design and experimental
evaluation of SPAD. It is a complete QEAP discov-
ery system based on a community of cooperative
end-points grouped as an unstructured Super-Peer
network [8]. Within this community, some end-
points act as normal-peers and originate requests
for information on desired alternate paths to some
destinations. Other end-points act as super-peers
and process these requests to determine alternate
paths. They forward the requests to other super-
peer neighbors, exchange connectivity information
related to the SPAD community, and return the rel-
evant information back to the requesting peers. We
evaluated SPAD in different simulation environ-
ments using real-world one-way and RTT delay
measurements. In these experimental environments,
SPAD managed to discover significantly more than
half of all existing QEAPs.

SPAD makes the following original contribution:
it provides a uniform framework for the discovery
of alternate paths between end-points in an efficient,
transparent, and distributed manner. This enables
the provision of potentially enhanced QoS for com-
munications between these end-points. SPAD
empowers the end-users at the edge of the network,
allowing them to directly discover and utilize
QEAPs, without having to rely on any central entity
or third-parties at the Internet Service Provider
(ISP) level. It is an incrementally deployable, scal-
able system with no single point of failure.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we discuss some related work.
Section 3 presents an overview and a design descrip-
tion of the SPAD architecture. Section 4 describes
in details the SPAD QEAP discovery functions
and mechanisms. In Section 5, we present and dis-
cuss the experimental performance evaluation of
SPAD. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and
provides some directions on our future work.

2. Related work

Savage et al. [6] discussed the existence and ben-
efits (enhanced or controlled QoS and robustness)
of alternate Internet paths. They found that QEAPs
exist for up to 80% of the node pairs in their North
American dataset. Following contributions such as
RON [9], Q-RON [10], and ALSW [11] proposed
methods and architectures to discover and utilize
such paths. All these frameworks involve either a
central entity (RON, ALSW) or several distributed
third-party brokers (Q-RON) that sell QEAPs to
end-users. Our approach differs from their works,
as SPAD is a fully distributed scheme that allows
a community of users to directly discover and utilize
QEAPs.

Within a distributed QEAP discovery scheme,
nodes play the role of both client and server, hence
the choice of a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) approach in
SPAD’s design. The P2P paradigm has become the
focus of several research studies and the basis for
many popular applications such as content search
and distribution, as in Gnutella [12], or real-time
communication, as in Skype [3]. In [13], the authors
proposed a classification of P2P systems into two
models, namely structured and unstructured.
SPADs architecture is based on the unstructured
model. In [14], we presented an alternative basic
QEAP discovery scheme based on the structured
models. To the best of our knowledge, only Fei
et al. [15] proposed another distributed scheme to
select and utilize alternate paths on P2P overlay net-
works. However, their approach is aimed at backup
alternate paths and not QoS enhanced ones.



Furthermore, they provided an heuristic to select a
best backup alternate path among a set of potential
ones, but they did not address the issue of discover-
ing this initial set of candidate alternate paths. In
contrast, SPAD allows the discovery of such an ini-
tial set, while trying to ensure that it contains QoS
enhanced paths. Indeed, in some cases (such as a
P2P overlay with few participating nodes) there
might not exist any QEAPs. Finally, with minor
modifications, SPAD could also be used to discover
backup alternate paths as in [15].

As will be described in Section 4.3, SPAD fea-
tures a background information dissemination algo-
rithm among its super-peer nodes. It has been
shown that percolation-based techniques, such as
probabilistic flooding [16], provide efficient informa-
tion dissemination with lower bandwidth usage than
the classic flooding technique, and without any
membership management as in Gossip-based tech-
niques [17]. Furthermore, in [18] the authors dem-
onstrated that probabilistic flooding in power-law
unstructured P2P networks is effective in terms of
bandwidth consumption. Section 4.3 extends the
analysis from [18] to integrate probabilistic flooding
in SPAD proactive information exchange scheme.
Percolation-based random-walk also has low band-
width requirements, but it achieves full information
dissemination at a higher latency than probabilistic
flooding, thus making it unsuitable for SPAD.

In an earlier contribution [4], we proposed a sim-
ple P2P QEAP discovery scheme based on a 2-level
flooding algorithm. This initial scheme assumed an
unstructured community of cooperative peers in
which all participants are willing to share a fixed
amount of their resources, to assist in discovering
QEAPs and relaying traffic. Each peer NX maintains
a fixed-size list of other ‘‘close’’ peers, in terms of
delay. These ‘‘close’’ peers are potential relay nodes
for NX. NX first searches among them for a QEAP
toward NY. If none are found, then NX searches
among the peers in NY’s list. We evaluated this
scheme using trace-based simulations on delay mea-
surement datasets from the RIPE-TTM project [19].
We showed that given some initialization parame-
ters, this initial scheme allowed the discovery of
about 77.6% of existing QEAPs among the nodes
in these datasets. Moreover due to the 2-level
design, in about 86.5% of the successful discovery
cases, the incurred message cost among the peers
was equal to 2 * logN (N being the number of peer
in the community). This cost was equal to
2 * (1 + logN) in the remaining 13.5% of the suc-
cessful cases. This previous work demonstrates that
discovering QEAPs in a distributed manner within a
P2P community is feasible. SPAD capitalizes on this
earlier scheme, using it as a base for its QEAP dis-
covery function.

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has
proposed two different architecture models to pro-
vide and control the QoS of flows or classes of flows
between two given hosts A and B on the Internet,
namely the Integrated Service (IntServ) model [20]
and the Differentiated Service (DiffServ) model
[21]. The proposed SPAD system has a similar goal,
as it aims to improve the end-to-end Qos between
two peers within a community. IntServ proposes
an approach whereby any necessary QoS resources
are reserved on each network element (i.e. routers)
on the Internet path between A and B. This resource
reservation is done prior to the transmission of any
data on the path, using the Resource Reservation
Protocol (RSVP). However, the number of states
to manage per data flow, and the complexity of
RSVP both limit the scalability of the IntServ
model. DiffServ addresses this scalability issue by
confining the complexity (i.e. packet classification
functions, and traffic conditioning functions) to
the nodes at the network boundaries, and leaving
only a simple task (i.e. differentiated forwarding
policies of traffic aggregate) to the nodes inside the
network core. However, the mapping of the user
end-to-end QoS requirements into the differentiated
forwarding policies is a difficult task. In addition
to these individual limitations, IntServ and Diff-
Serv also share the following drawbacks: (i) they
both require some modifications in the network
routers; and (ii) they both rely on the default end-
to-end path given by the network routing mecha-
nisms to implement their QoS-oriented schemes.
As described in appendix A, in a significant number
of cases this default path is not the optimal available
path in terms of QoS (e.g. delay or reliability). In
contrast, SPAD proposes a system that does not
require any modifications in the core network ele-
ments, and that circumvents default Internet paths
with poor QoS characteristics.

3. SPAD: a distributed architecture to discover QoS

enhanced alternate paths

3.1. SPAD architecture overview

The SPAD architecture is based on a community
of cooperating end-points that is organized as an
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Fig. 4. (a) Structure of a SPAD module within a middleware
framework on each SPAD peer and (b) Details of the ‘‘Discovery
& Management module’’.
unstructured Super-Peer network [8]. When joining
this network, an end-point would by default act as
a normal-peer. Any peer may evolve to become a
super-peer. Each super-peer is associated with a
maximum number of normal-peers, as illustrated
in Fig. 3 where this maximum number is equal to
3. In the SPAD community, super-peers are altruis-
tic peers that in general have more resources at their
disposal and therefore carry out more functions
than normal-peers. Thus, in addition to performing
the same functions as a normal-peers, a super-peer
performs some extra functions for the community.
Many research works investigate the design of dis-
tributed super-peer selection/election mechanisms
[22], which remains a current research issue. The
schemes from these contributions can be readily
used in the SPAD architecture to incrementally con-
struct scalable balanced super-peer topologies. For
example in a basic selection scheme, each joining
peer computes its utility based on its resources
(e.g. computing, networking, storage), and commu-
nicates this value to its super-peer S. When S

reaches its maximum number of manageable associ-
ated normal-peers, it selects its normal-peer NX with
the highest utility, and asks it to be a new super-
peer. If NX denies the request, S tries its next nor-
mal-peer with the highest utility. Otherwise, NX

becomes a new super-peer neighbor of S. It is then
ready to accept association requests from new join-
ing normal-peers.

The SPAD QEAP discovery method is based on
the following basic scheme. Each peer collects a
small amount of QoS information (e.g. delay) about
its connectivity to other peers, and passes this infor-
mation to its associated super-peer. Thus, the infor-
mation about QoS parameters between the nodes on
the overlay is distributed among the super-peers.
When receiving a QEAP request from one of its
associated normal-peers, a given super-peer will
access this distributed knowledge and will return
any information relevant to that request to the nor-
mal-peer. With this information, a normal-peer can
discover potential QEAPs, and send queries to the
corresponding candidate relay peers, requesting
their participation in a QEAP. SPAD super-peers
use two complementary information exchange
schemes (a reactive one and a proactive one) to
access the distributed QoS information. These
schemes will be described in detail in Section 4.

Fig. 4 presents the structure of the SPAD module
located within the middleware framework for overlay
network running on each SPAD peer, as described in
Section 1. Within this framework, the SPAD module
could be associated with other modules providing
services to the nodes of the overlay network. For
example, the SPAD module could be associated with
a transport module providing services similar or com-
patible with TCP. Such associations are not the focus
of this paper, and will not be discussed further.

The Measurement module is responsible for col-
lecting QoS information such as delay towards
other peers. Measuring or estimating QoS parame-
ters in an accurate, unobtrusive, and efficient man-
ner is an open research issue. However recent
advances in the measurement research area indicate
that measurement techniques/applications with
these properties are becoming available. In the case
of end-to-end delay, an example of such an applica-
tion is ‘‘King’’ [23]. It uses small numbers of cau-
tiously crafted recursive DNS queries in a novel
way to accurately estimate end-to-end delays. In
the case of packet-loss rate, Allman et al. [24] pro-
pose a measurement technique, which does not
require any traffic overhead. This technique is based
on the count and analysis of retransmissions on a
set of currently used TCP flows between two peers.
It is assumed that the Measurement module within
SPAD will be based on such techniques to efficiently



measure QoS information (such as delay and
packet-loss rate) between any pair of peers in the
community.

The QEAP Discovery & Management module is
the primary focus of this paper. This module
includes two sub-modules. All peers execute the
Normal-Peer sub-module, in addition super-peers
also execute the Super-Peer sub-module. The first
sub-module handles the functions related to QEAP
discovery, such as initiating QEAP requests, select-
ing the best QEAP among discovered ones, or pro-
cessing queries to be a relay in other QEAPs. It also
handles management functions for QEAPs cur-
rently being used by this peer, such as monitoring
QoS on current QEAPs, recovering from QEAP
failures. The second sub-module handles the
super-peer related functions. It is responsible for
the management of the associations between this
super-peer and its set of normal-peers, namely set-
ting or terminating associations, storing received
QoS information, and processing QEAP requests.
It is also the module that executes the two comple-
mentary schemes used to access the QoS informa-
tion distributed among the SPAD community, in
order to reply to QEAP requests.

The Application Interface module is responsible
for making SPAD’s operations transparent to the
above application element. It provides program-
ming primitives similar to the ones given by the cur-
rent operating system network stacks (such as the
Socket API in Unix based systems), allowing any
applications to transparently use QEAPs. It also
includes QoS mapping functions that allow applica-
tions that are aware of SPAD to request QEAPs
with some specific QoS requirements.

The Traffic Relaying module handles the relaying
of data traffic from a peer towards another peer.
This relaying function is activated when the peer
running this SPAD module accepts to be part of a
QEAP between two other peers (similar to host R

in Fig. 2). This module also monitors the available
network resources for this peer, and provides this
information to the Admission Control module.

The Admission Control module collects informa-
tion from the other modules, and builds a view of
the available computing and networking resources
of this peer. Based on this view, it decides if this peer
is able to participate as a relay in a given QEAP,
and then passes this decision on to the QEAP Dis-
covery module that will forward it to the requesting
peer. The admission control policies involved in this
decision process will be the subject of future studies.
3.2. Design requirement and assumptions

The performance of the proposed SPAD archi-
tecture depends on its ability to discover existing
QEAPs, which in turn essentially relies on the per-
formance of the reactive and proactive information
dissemination schemes described in Section 4. These
schemes should allow the retrieval of all existing
information relevant to a given QEAP request,
while minimizing the associated bandwidth usage
and the latency. In that regard, the design of these
schemes makes two assumptions, namely the
quasi-symmetry and constancy of QoS parameters,
and the similarity of external connectivity from
within an Internet Autonomous System (AS). As
described in Section 1, this paper presents a SPAD
architecture that focuses on the discovery of delay
QEAPs, i.e. alternate paths with better delay than
default Internet paths. Without loss of generality,
the remainder of this subsection shows the validity
of the above assumptions in the context of delay
QEAPs.

3.2.1. Quasi-symmetry and constancy of internet

end-to-end delays

As explained in Section 3.1, each SPAD peer
measures the delay from itself to a number of other
peers and passes this information to its super-peer.
The super-peers exchange this information, thus
building an overall view of the community’s delay
characteristic. The accuracy of this overall view
and the frequency of the measurement/information
updates depend on the constancy of Internet delays.
Based on the studies from [25,26,4], the SPAD
architecture assumes that Internet delays are steady
on time scales of 10–30 min.

Some measurement softwares, such as King [23],
can be asymmetric: when running on a node A, they
measure delayAtoB, but they do not provide delayB-

toA. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that node B
will measure delayBtoA. Thus this information
might not exist within the community at a given
time. However, it is possible to overcome this limi-
tation and significantly minimize measurement
overheads by assuming that delayAtoB is similar
to delayBtoA. This approximation supposes that
Internet end-to-end delays are quasi-symmetric
despite IP routing mechanisms not guaranteeing
symmetry of routing paths and related delays. Figs.
5 and 6 present the comparisons of delayAtoB ver-
sus delayBtoA for node pairs from the measurement
datasets provided by [19,27]. Appendix A provides



Fig. 5. Comparison between delayAtoB and delayBtoA. RIPE-
TTM dataset: 25/05/04.

Fig. 6. Comparison between delayAtoB and delayBtoA.
NLANR-AMP dataset: 30/01/03.
more details on these datasets. These figures show
that the average ratios R between both delays are
approximately 0.8328 and 0.9988, thus validating
the above assumption.
3.2.2. Similar external connectivity of end-points

within a same AS

The exchange of information messages within a
large community of distributed peers consumes
bandwidth. Minimizing this bandwidth consump-
tion is a primary issue when designing an informa-
tion exchange scheme. SPAD uses the following
aggregation method to minimize the number and
the size of these information messages. A simple
description of delay between a host X1 and another
host Y1 could be of the form: [X1; Y1; delayX1toY1],
similarly [X2; Y2; delayX2toY2] for X2 and Y2.
Assuming that two hosts within a given Autono-
mous System (e.g. hosts X1 and X2 within the same
ASU) would experience the same connectivity char-
acteristics towards other hosts within a different AS
(e.g. host Y1 and Y2 within ASV), the above simple
delay description can be aggregated into a complex
entry of the form: [ASU; ASV; delayUtoV; hostInU;
hostInV], where delayUtoV is the mean of delayX1-

toY1 and delayX2toY2; and where hostInU would
contain either X1, or X2. To allow some redundancy
against host failure, hostInU could contain a small
list of hosts within ASU. This complex entry pro-
vides aggregated delay information between ASU

and ASV. Each SPAD super-peer performs this
aggregation method on the delay information pro-
vided by their associated normal-peers. These aggre-
gated entries constitute the information messages
that are exchanged between super-peers, thus reduc-
ing bandwidth and storage utilization. Super-peers
continuously update these entries based on the
information from other peers. Each entry is marked
with a timestamp to reflect its accuracy: the older an
entry is, the less accurate it might be.

The proposed aggregation scheme would provide
accurate results only under the assumption that
hosts within a given AS experience the same connec-
tivity characteristics towards hosts in other ASes.
To support this assumption, we performed the fol-
lowing experiment on the measurement datasets
from [28]. Again, appendix A provides more details
on this dataset. The IP-to-AS mappings of the 177
hosts from [28] provide an average of 62(±4.0) dif-
ferent ASes. Thus, on average 2.85(±0.1) hosts are
within the same AS. For each pair of AS (U; V),
we computed the average delay from U to V, and
the corresponding standard deviation. Fig. 7 shows
that most AS pairs have their standard deviation of
the delay between 0.01 and 10 ms. Fig. 8 indicates
that for about 80% of the AS pairs, this standard
deviation is equal or less than 6 ms. Although the
studied datasets have a small number of ASes, these
results still support the above assumption, and con-
firm the use of the described aggregation method.

Finally, the implementation of this aggregation
scheme requires an accurate IP-to-AS mapping
mechanism. Recent research studies have proposed
various mechanisms to perform this mapping
[29,30]. The RIPE RIS project [30] retrieves and
compiles BGP routing tables 3-times a day from
over 300 worldwide routers. Specialized RIS whois
servers provide a mapping service of IP prefixes to
AS numbers. Any host can query these servers:
sending its IP address, and receiving back its AS
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number. In SPAD, peers joining the community will
be able to use a similar mapping service to retrieve
their AS number. They will add that information
to their network address to compose their SPAD
node ID. Since each peer makes a unique query,
the additional load should not significantly impact
the operations of servers designed to provide ser-
vices to the Internet community.
4. Description of SPAD QEAP discovery schemes

4.1. SPAD peer initialization

When a new host NA joins the SPAD community
as a normal-peer, it performs the following initiali-
zation procedures. First, NA establishes its partial
knowledge of the community, by building a list LA
of other peers. This list is named a relay list (Rlist),
and has a fixed-size. It contains a subset of the peers
known to NA that have the best QoS values, for
example the lowest delay on the default Internet
path from NA to themselves. To build LA, NA con-
tacts a small random set of super-peers {SPi}, and
requests their list of associated normal-peers. It
measures/estimates the QoS parameter (e.g. delay)
on the default Internet paths towards nodes within
these lists, and includes in LA the nodes correspond-
ing to the paths with the best values (e.g. the lowest
delay). To discover the SPis, NA can use a scalable
distributed directory service such as Chord [31].
For example, peers in the community could form
a Chord-ring, NA would join that ring, ask a small
fixed number of its Chord successors for the identity
of their super-peers, contact these super-peers and
retrieve their list of associated normal-peers. Then
it would evaluate the delay towards the nodes in
these lists, and retain in LA the nodes having the
lowest delay. Thus LA contains entries of the form
[NA; NX; delayNAtoNX]. If NA and NX are on the
same AS (e.g. myAS), they would probably share
the same gateway towards another node NB not
on myAS. The paths NA to NB and NX to NB would
then be similar, and the chances that a QEAP exists
from NA to NB via NX would be low. Therefore to
ensure node diversity in LA, potential NXs send their
AS number to NA during its initial delay evalua-
tions. A node NX gets its AS number via the IP-
to-AS mapping mechanism described in Section
3.2.2. NA uses that information to filter out NXs

on the same AS as itself, and NXs on redundant
ASes. For example, if NX, NY, NZ have the same
AS number, they are redundant, and NA will con-
sider only one of them for inclusion in LA.

NA periodically re-evaluates and updates the
delays in LA. Existing results on Internet delay con-
stancy [26,25] can be used to select appropriate re-
evaluation intervals. Furthermore, as NA discovers
other peers via user connection requests, it updates
its list accordingly. With this updating strategy,
the more a host participates in overlay applications

by hosting a software element (Section 1), the more
it can potentially be used as relay in QEAPs for
other overlay applications. The Rlist size and the
number of bootstrap super-peers are important
scalability parameters. In SPAD, the list size is fixed
to logN ðN being the number of peers in the com-
munity) and the number of bootstrap super-peers
varies between 2 and 4. N is not known a priori
and increases with new participating nodes.



However during initial deployment, the first partic-
ipating peers could agree on an upper bound value
of N.

After building LA, NA randomly selects from the
initial SPis one super-peer S that is located in a dif-
ferent AS than itself. It associates with S, and
uploads LA to it. Using the aggregation procedure
based on AS number described in Section 3.2.2, S

processes the host-related delay information it
receives from its set of associated normal-peers. As
a result, S obtains aggregated AS-related delay
information. It maintains this AS-related delay
information in a Local Entry Table (LET). To keep
a manageable load, super-peers have a maximum
number of associated normal-peers.
Fig. 10. Pseudocode for the filter algorithm on SPAD super-
peers.
4.2. SPAD reactive information exchange scheme

4.2.1. Scheme description

At the end of the above initialization phase, the
SPAD module on NA is ready to receive a QEAP
discovery request from the application layer
towards another peer NB. When NA’s SPAD mod-
ule receives such a request, it triggers the following
Reactive Information Exchange Scheme. First, NA

evaluates the delay delayDef on the default Internet
path to NB, and constructs a QEAP request of the
form [requestID; src; dst; delayDef; TTLQ], with
src = ASNA, dst = ASNB, and TTLQ the requests
time-to-live. NA then passes that request to its
super-peer S, which executes the query-processing
algorithm described in Fig. 9. Using this algorithm,
Fig. 9. Pseudocode for the query-processing algorithm on SPAD
super-peers.
a super-peer selects all entries within its LET that
match the request, in order to generate its part of
the response (line 6–11). Then if the request’s
TTLQ > 0, it recursively forwards the request to all
of its connected super-peers, and wait for their
responses (line 12–17). Upon receiving the
responses, it aggregates them with its own responses
(line 15). It then executes a filtering process (line 18),
before sending the result back to the requesting peer
(line 19). As described on Fig. 10, the filtering pro-
cess removes redundant (line 3, 5–8) or irrelevant
entries from the aggregate response (line 10, 12–
15, 16–19). Thus, responses to a QEAP request tra-
vel back along the forwarding path towards NA.
Super-peers on this path successively filter these
responses, decreasing their size, and returning only
relevant entries.

When the search process is complete, NA receives
a list of entries of the form [ASX; ASY; delay-

ASXtoASY; hostInX; hostInY], with {ASX or
ASY} = {ASNA or ASNB}. NA first analyzes this list
to search for trivial QEAPs, namely cases where the
list contains information such as delayASNAtoASZ

and delayASZtoASNB, with their sum smaller than
delayDef. If such cases exist, NA sends query mes-
sages to these potential relay nodes first (the host
in the hostInZ field in the above example). Other-
wise, it sends query messages in parallel to all the
nodes {Ni} in the hostInX or hostInY fields. These
queries ask a given node Ni to evaluate/measure
the delay on the remaining hop NAtoNi or NitoNB.
Each Ni checks its resource availability to partici-
pate in a QEAP from NA. If sufficient resources



are available,1 Ni responds to NA with the requested
delay evaluation/measurement, and keeps a tempo-
rary resource reservation, waiting for NA’s QEAP
selection. Non-willing Nis return an infinite delay
value to NA.

When NA receives back these delay values, it
computes the overall delay on each alternate path.
The paths with delays smaller than delayDef, are
tagged as QEAPs. If such QEAPs exist, NA selects
the one with the lowest delay, and notifies the corre-
sponding relay node Nselected, and NB. Nselected com-
mits the required resources and creates the
necessary states to relay the traffic from NA to NB.
NA uses the QEAP and monitors the received
QoS. Upon eventual QoS degradation, NA can dis-
cover and use another QEAP. It is possible to opti-
mize this operation by storing details of all the
previously discovered QEAPs, using them as
backup paths. At the end of the session, NA notifies
Nselected, and all the states and resources associated
to the QEAP are released. The admission control
function on each node Ni together with NA’s mini-
mum delay path selection ensure simple load bal-
ancing among the candidate relay nodes.

4.2.2. Discussion on the reactive information

exchange scheme

The above scheme is based on query flooding
over an unstructured P2P system. Theoretical lack
of scalability is the major limit of such technique.
However, as discussed in [13], the use of a super-
peer scheme significantly extends this limit. Further-
more, several studies [22] present design methods,
query-processing algorithms, and topology con-
struction protocols aiming at improving the scala-
bility of super-peer systems. These techniques
could be readily included in SPAD. Finally, other
measurement studies suggest that unstructured
P2P systems tend to self organize into power-law
topologies [12]. In such topologies, node degrees fol-
low a power-law distribution P(k) � Ck�a; with
P(k) the probability of a node to have k edges, a
the power-law exponent, and C a normalizing con-
stant. In [12], the authors show that networks with
this topology characteristic scale more optimisti-
cally in regards to query flooding. Based on these
studies, the experimentations on SPAD perfor-
mances in Section 5 will only use power-law topolo-
1 This task involves an admission control function on the
potential relay nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 4, but not detailed
further in this paper.
gies to interconnect super-peers. Indeed, simulations
based on other topologies such as pure-random or
regular graphs, might not provide realistic results.

4.3. SPAD proactive information exchange scheme

4.3.1. Scheme overview

The reactive scheme described in Section 4.4 uses
a flooding-based technique, and is triggered by the
reception of a QEAP request at a super-peer. Its
performance, in terms of number of discovered
QEAPs, is a function of the reach of the QEAP
request, and will be described in Section 5.1. Assum-
ing a fixed number of super-peers with a fixed min-
imum node degree, the reach of a request is a
function of its TTL parameter (TTLQ) [8]. There-
fore, to increase the chances to discover QEAPs, a
source node should set the TTLQ of its QEAP
requests to a high value. This would imply more
message forwarding between super-peers, thus
increasing the message cost and the overall search
latency for a given QEAP request. To address this
limitation, SPAD features a proactive scheme,
which is complementary to the previously described
reactive scheme, i.e. SPAD super-peers execute both
schemes within their QEAP Discovery module. The
proposed reactive scheme allows super-peers to per-
form an information dissemination algorithm based
on probabilistic flooding during their idle time. This
algorithm allows the exchange of connectivity infor-
mation, namely LET entries, between super-peers.
As a result, a given super-peer would potentially
store local copies of all the existing connectivity
information relevant to its associated normal-peers.
A QEAP request from a normal-peer would then
need to be forwarded to only a few hops among
super-peers (ideally one or two) in order to generate
the same amount of relevant responses as in a
SPAD system featuring only the previous reactive
scheme. This allows the use of lower TTLQ values
in QEAP requests, thus resulting in a lower per-
request message cost and search latency. The exact
number of forwarding hops depends on the
achieved dissemination state of the proposed algo-
rithm, and is discussed further in the next
subsections.

4.3.2. Probabilistic flooding and power-law network

The simplest information dissemination strategy
is the flooding technique. Unfortunately, this strat-
egy requires significant bandwidth for large
dynamic networks [32], which limits the scalability
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Fig. 11. Amount of reached nodes for different dissemination
probabilities and a TTL = 3.
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Fig. 12. Amount of reached nodes for different dissemination
probabilities and a TTL = 4.
of the system. As introduced in Section 2, there exist
other dissemination strategies that achieve full
propagation at a lower bandwidth cost than classic
flooding. Due to the fact that the probabilistic
flooding strategy does not require any extra
group/membership management functionality, it is
an adequate candidate for SPADs information dis-
semination scheme.

Probabilistic flooding derives from the bond-per-
colation theory [16]. In this scheme, a node forwards
newly generated or received information to its direct
neighbors with a probability p, and drops that infor-
mation with the complementary probability (1 � p).
It also drops already processed or forwarded infor-
mation (i.e. infect-and-die policy per new informa-
tion). Results from the bond-percolation theory
demonstrate that for a given connected network
graph, there exists a threshold dissemination proba-
bility PC at which the information reaches all nodes
at a minimum message cost. When this threshold is
reached, the network is reduced to a minimum con-
nectivity state that provides complete reachability
without any redundant paths (i.e. the information
does not reach the same node twice). In [18], the
authors studied the application of that scheme to
search (i.e. request forwarding) in power-law net-
works. They provided an analytic expression of PC

based on the power-law exponent a of the network
being considered. Furthermore, depending on a,
they showed that PC could be smaller than 1. How-
ever their expression assumed infinite request/infor-
mation TTL. Extending their study, we analyzed the
dissemination probability with respect to the infor-
mation propagation TTL and the amount of
reached nodes. We used BRITE [33] to generate
103 power-law topologies based on the Barbasi-
Albert model (with a between 2.8 and 3). Then for
each topology, we randomly selected a node from
which we started the propagation simulation.

Figs. 11 and 12 show the percentage of nodes
reached by the information for different values of
dissemination probability (PD), dissemination TTL
(TTLD), number N of super-peers, and minimum
node degree m. The comparison of these figures con-
firms the following two propositions: (i) for a given
network, propagation reach depends on both PD

and dissemination TTLD; (ii) higher minimum node
degree allows faster information propagation. From
Fig. 12, we observe that the network diameter is 4
for power-law topologies with 100 nodes and
m = {3;4}. When TTLD = 4 in a classic flooding
strategy (i.e. PD = 1), the information reaches
100% of the nodes. However, one can notice that
the information has already reached almost all the
nodes with a dissemination probability of PD = 0.6
for m = 4, and PD = 0.8 for m = 3. The same behav-
ior is also apparent for the other topologies (not
presented in this paper). These results demonstrate
that in power-law networks, an information dissem-
ination strategy using probabilistic flooding can
achieve near full propagation at a lower message
cost (20–40% less in the previous example) and a
similar dissemination TTL compared to a classic
flooding strategy. These results do not allow any
conclusions on the scalability of probabilistic flood-
ing. This is the subject of ongoing research studies
[18].
4.3.3. Selection of PD and TTLD

The choice of PD and TTLD determines the infor-
mation reach, and is a function of the characteristics



of the super-peer network. This subsection presents
an analytical study on the selection of these param-
eters. In [34], the authors provided a brief study of
the average distance between any two nodes in ran-
dom graphs. The following analysis is based on their
problem formulation.

For simplicity, we consider a graph of N nodes,
with a fixed node degree (that we denote by M + 1)
equal to 3. The following analysis remains valid for
graphs with arbitrary node degree distribution, such
as power-law distribution (M + 1 would then repre-
sent the average node degree). Fig. 13 shows this
graph, where each node represents a SPAD super-
peer. We select node A as the dissemination source
of a new piece of information. We can then repre-
sent the graph as a tree structure (Fig. 13); where
A is the root (rank 0), and where B, D, E (A’s direct
neighbors) are one level below (rank 1). Following
the graph’s topology, we add each node’s direct
neighbors in the tree until all nodes are visited, with
the only constraint that a tree node at rank k cannot
have its parent (rank k � 1) as one of its direct chil-
dren (rank k + 1). We note that a given node from
the graph can appear several times within the tree.
For example, node C appears for the first time at
rank 2, then many times at rank 3. This is due to
the fact that a node has several neighbors in the
graph; hence it could be the child of several parent
nodes in the tree. Furthermore, we also note that
A has M + 1 children nodes, and any node at rank
k, with k > 0, has M children nodes.

In the next step of our analysis, we number the
nodes according to their sequence of inclusion in
the tree. For example, node A has the number 1,
node C has the numbers 8, 12, 21. We denote by
tk the last node number at rank k. In a classic flood-
ing strategy, we have:
A C E G A F
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B 2

5 6

11 12 13 14 15 1

F E

G H
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B A
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Fig. 13. Graph and tree examples for the theoretical ana
t1 ¼ 1þ ðM þ 1Þ; and

tk ¼ 1þ
Xk�1

i¼0

ðM þ 1ÞMi: ð1Þ

However, in a probabilistic flooding strategy with a
probability p, we have:

t1 ¼ 1þ ðM þ 1Þp; and

tk ¼ 1þ
Xk�1

i¼0

ðM þ 1ÞMipiþ1 ð2Þ

using iterative simplification on (2) and fixing
Mp 5 1, we obtain:

tk ¼
ðM þ 1ÞMkpkþ1 � ðp þ 1Þ

ðMp � 1Þ : ð3Þ

We denote by f(t) the total number of unique nodes
in the tree after the tth node (Nt) has been added.
For example, in Fig. 13, f(4) = 4, and f(10) = 7.
Then f(tk) � f(tk�1) represents the number of unique
nodes in the tree at rank k. We define dt:

dt ¼ f ðtÞ � f ðt � 1Þ ð4Þ

with dt = 1 if Nt is a new node, and dt = 0 if Nt has
been previously added to the tree. We denote by
P(dt = 1) the probability that Nt is a new node.
Prior to the addition of Nt, there are by definition
f(t � 1) unique nodes in the tree. Thus there are
ðN� f ðt � 1ÞÞ unique nodes which are not yet in
the tree. Assuming a uniform random selection of
Nt, we have:

P ðdt ¼ 1Þ ¼N� f ðt � 1Þ
N

: ð5Þ

We denote by E(t) the expected value of f(t), and we
take the expectation on both side of Eq. (4), using
the result (5). We obtain:
HG B G C G
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lysis of SPADs information dissemination strategy.
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EðtÞ � Eðt � 1Þ ¼N� Eðt � 1Þ
N

) EðtÞ ¼ 1þN� 1

N
Eðt � 1Þ ð6Þ

then we solve (6) iteratively (fixing f(0) = 0) to
obtain:

EðtÞ ¼N 1� N� 1

N

� �t� �
; ð7Þ

which represents the expected value of the total
number of unique nodes in the tree after the inclu-
sion of the tth node. From this result, we can esti-
mate the number of unique nodes reached by a
piece of information that was issued by node A
and was disseminated through the graph using a
probabilistic flooding strategy. Indeed for a given
pair of dissemination probability PD and time-to-
live TTLD (corresponding to p and k, respectively),
expression (3) gives a node number tk = TTLD, that
we can use in expression (7) to obtain an estimation
of the mean number of unique reached nodes.
Therefore, in the proposed SPAD information dis-
semination scheme, if we assume that a given
super-peer S knows N, the maximum number of
super-peers,2 and that it can estimate the average
number of direct neighbors M + 1; then using (3)
and (7) it can compute estimates of PD and TTLD

that would allow its information to reach, at a min-
imum message cost, a fraction x (as close to 1 as
possible) of all the super-peers.

For instance, using (7) and resolving EðtÞ ¼N, a
super-peer S would obtain a node number t. It
would then use this number t into Eq. (3) to obtain
a couple (PD; TTLD). Eq. (3) can provide multiple
pairs of (PD; TTLD) that achieve similar dissemina-
tion reach, but with different incurred message cost.
For example in Figs. 11 and 12, the pairs (PD = 0.5;
TTLD = 3) and (PD = 0.36; TTLD = 4) both pro-
vide a reach of 60% for a network with N = 100
and m = 4. In such cases, S uses Eq. (10) given in
Section 4.3.5 to compute the message cost incurred
by each pair, and selects the pair having the lowest
message cost.

To verify the model provided by (3) and (7), we
generated 103 BRITE power-law topologies of
N ¼ 103 nodes with a minimum node degree
m = 3, and performed probabilistic flooding simula-
2 N could be a system-wide parameter, set during initial SPAD
deployment and passed-on to new super-peers during their
bootstrapping phase.
tions with different PD and TTLD. For these topol-
ogies, we measured an average network diameter of
5, and an average M + 1 � 5.92(±6.77). For
TTLD = 5, Fig. 14 presents the comparison of the
experimental propagation on the generated topolo-
gies and the theoretical propagation implied by (3)
and (7), using the measured value of M + 1.
According to these results, the estimation given by
(3) and (7) of the average numbers of nodes in the
network at the kth rank (e.g. k = 5 = TTLD) is
slightly smaller than the experimental values. There-
fore, when using (3) and (7) to determine optimal
values of PD and TTLD, a SPAD super-peer will
obtain conservative values. As presented on
Fig. 14, using PD = 0.6 and TTLD = 5 will theoret-
ically guarantee a reach of at least 60%; which is
confirmed by the experiments showing an average
reach of slightly less than 80%.
4.3.4. Integration of probabilistic flooding in SPAD

The previous subsection provides an analytical
model (Eqs. (3) and (7)) to dynamically compute
PD and TTLD. We use this model in the following
super-peer bootstrap mechanism to include the
probabilistic flooding scheme into SPAD. The accu-
racy of this model depends on the value of M + 1.
In a stationary topology, where the number of
super-peers remains constant after a given time,
M + 1 can be analytically computed using the
topology’s power-law distribution. This computa-
tion is described in appendix B. However, in a
dynamic P2P network, where super-peers join and
leave randomly, each super-peer needs to dynami-
cally estimate the value of M + 1. The following
bootstrap mechanism, based on the strong law of
Dissemination Probability (with dissemination TTL=5)

Fig. 14. For TTLD = 5, comparison of information dissemina-
tion on experimental topologies versus theoretical model implied
by (3) and (7).



Fig. 15. Pseudocode of the Incoming Entry Processing algorithm
executed by SPAD super-peers.
large numbers, allows such an estimation. A new
SPAD super-peer SX retrieves the maximum num-
ber NS of allowed super-peers in its SPAD commu-
nity (e.g. from an already existing super-peer such as
one of its neighbors). It also measures mSX, the
number of its direct neighbor super-peers. Then it
communicates its measured value mSX to all of its
direct neighbors SIs, and receives back their mea-
sured values mSIs. Finally, SX takes the average of
its mSX and all the received mSIs as its estimation
of M + 1. SX uses the values of NS and M + 1 as
input parameters into the expressions (3) and (7).
This bootstrap mechanism allows a new SPAD
super-peer SX to dynamically compute a couple
(PD; TTLD) that theoretically ensures a complete
dissemination of its information among the other
super-peers. Furthermore upon receiving the value
mSX from SX, each SI updates its estimation of
M + 1, and recalculates its parameters PD and
TTLD. This allows dynamic updates of these param-
eters as the topology of the super-peer network
evolves.

After becoming a super-peer and completing the
related initialization tasks (e.g. association with nor-
mal-peers and LET construction, as described in
Section 4.1), a node S uses its idle time to perform
the functions associated with the dissemination
scheme. S is idle whenever it is not processing a
QEAP request. As mentioned earlier, the entries in
the LETs of super-peers are the information to dis-
seminate. The first step for S is to communicate its
LET to its directly connected neighbors. S initially
sends its entire LET. When its LET subsequently
changes due to updates from associated normal-
peers, S will send only the modified entries to its
neighbors. LET propagation is done using the prob-
abilistic dissemination technique (Section 4.3.2).
The second step is the processing of incoming
LET entries, as described in Fig. 15. After receiving
an incoming entry E, S verifies that it has not
already processed it earlier (line 3–7), and adds it
to the list of entries to forward via the dissemination
scheme (line 8). Then S compares E with the entries
from its own LET (line 9–13). If E matches one of
these entries, then it contains information poten-
tially relevant to future QEAP requests from S’s
associated normal-peers. Therefore, S retains E

and stores it in a Remote Entry Table (RET). S also
compares E to its existing RET entries, to determine
if E could potentially provide more information to
one of them (line 14–19). The whole matching pro-
cedure (line 9–19) aims at selecting only incoming
entries that contain information related to S’s asso-
ciated normal-peers. S does not propagate its RET
entries to its neighbors. Indeed, via LET propaga-
tion, they may already have received the raw infor-
mation on which they would probably have made a
different selection than S. As dissemination pro-
gresses, S would store locally more and more entries
(from further super-peers) relevant to its associated
normal-peers. Each super-peer fixes the size of its
own RET based on its available resources.

When S receives a QEAP request from NA (one
of its normal-peers) towards another node NB, it
processes the request as described in Section 4.2.1
with the following two modifications. First, S

includes its RET entries in the selection process that
builds its part of the response RS. Therefore, its part
of the response RS contains a set of matching entries
from both its LET and RET, these entries are of the
form [ASU; ASV; delayUtoV; hostInU; hostInV]
where {U or V} is the AS of either node NA or
NB. The second modification concerns the request
forwarding to other super-peers. Depending on the
state of the dissemination process, S might already
have in its RET all the existing information relevant
to the request. In such case, S would not need to
forward the request to its neighbor super-peers.
However, due to the dynamic character of the
peer-to-peer SPAD community, and the probabilis-
tic nature of the dissemination scheme, this ideal
case might not be reached. Therefore, S might still
need to forward the request, but with a lower
request TTL (TTLQ) than the forwarding process
of Section 4.2.1. We propose the following simple
process to make such decision. S constructs
ListASS, the list of distinct ASes in its LET and
RET. Then jListASSj is a coarse lower bound of



the total number of ASes involved in the SPAD
community. Based on ListASS, a coarse lower
bound of the number of potentially relevant
response entries in the community is given by:

NumRespS ¼
2�ðjListASS j�2Þ if ðAS of NBÞ 2ListASS ;

2�ðjListASS j�1Þ otherwise:

�
ð8Þ

Then:

– if jRSjP b*NumRespS) S decides that its local
part of the response already contains enough
entries, and does not forward the request

– else S forwards it with a

TTLQ ¼
c � dNumRespS=jRS je if jRS j 6¼ 0;

c if jRS j ¼ 0;

�

with 0 < b 6 1 and c 2 N�, a couple of system-wide
parameters (e.g. b = 0.7 and c = 3). In our future
work, we plan to develop another technique based
on Markov decision processes to evaluate with more
precision the state reached by the information prop-
agation. The remainder of the request processing,
the response processing, and the QEAP set-up and
utilization are identical to the descriptions in
Section 4.2.1.
4.3.5. Discussion on the proactive information

exchange scheme

Section 4.3.1 claimed that the proposed proactive
scheme provides gains in search message cost and
latency. One could argue that these gains are bal-
anced by the dissemination message cost and latency,
thus implying no real improvement to SPAD. This
subsection proposes a simple analysis to address this
concern. A normal-peer NA issues a QEAP request
towards its associated super-peer S1. We assume that
there exists a piece of information J that is relevant
to this QEAP request. Then J is necessarily stored
on SX, one of the existing super-peers, and the prob-
ability of finding J is P ¼ 1=NS , with NS being the
number of super-peers. Without the proposed infor-
mation dissemination scheme in SPAD, NA would
successfully access J only if its QEAP request reaches
SX. Using the QEAP processing reactive scheme
from Section 4.4, this would incur an average mes-
sage cost among super-peers of:

C1 ¼ ðM þ 1Þ
XD
k¼0

Mk ð9Þ
with M + 1 being the average super-peer degree,
and D being the network diameter of the SPAD
overlay network. In a SPAD community with the
proposed information dissemination scheme, J
would be disseminated from SX to all the remaining
super-peers. It would eventually reach S1, with a
message cost between super-peers of:

C2 ¼ pðM þ 1Þ
XTTLD

k¼0

pkMk: ð10Þ

According to the analysis and results of Section
4.3.3, p < 1 and TTLD 6 D. Therefore, the pro-
posed proactive scheme provides a gain in term of
message cost between super-peers.

We define C3 ¼ KL, the average latency cost to
access J, with L being the average latency on a
hop between two super-peers, and K being the num-
ber of hops required to reach SX from S1. Without
the dissemination scheme, we have K ¼ D, whereas
with the dissemination scheme, J would gradually
reach super-peers closer to S1 (and eventually S1

itself), resulting in K 6 D. Therefore to access J,
the proposed proactive scheme may provide a gain
in latency, depending on the advancement of the
information dissemination process. Since super-
peers perform the proactive information exchange
scheme as a background task, we do not consider
the dissemination latency in this analysis.

Furthermore, the information gathered by a
super-peer via the proposed dissemination algo-
rithm could potentially be used to reply to multiple
QEAP requests from its associated normal-peers. In
the above example, once J arrives at S1, it could not
only be part of the response to NA’s QEAP request,
but it could also be part of the responses to subse-
quent QEAP requests issued by S1’s associated nor-
mal-peers, hence a further gain in message cost and
latency. Finally, as stated earlier due to the dynamic
behavior of SPAD’s peer-to-peer network and the
probabilistic nature of the dissemination algorithm,
a state of complete information dissemination might
not be achievable among SPAD super-peers. How-
ever even with partial dissemination, the evaluations
in Section 5.2 show that the proposed scheme still
provides significant gains.
4.4. Integration of loss-QEAP search in SPAD

The previous SPAD schemes were designed to
support the integration of new QoS parameters in
their QEAP discovery mechanisms with minimal
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dataset: 30/01/03.
modifications to the overall system. To illustrate
such integration, this subsection presents the set of
required modifications, which allow the SPAD sys-
tem to discover QEAPs with enhanced packet-loss
rate.

First, this integration requires the addition of a
packet-loss measurement mechanism to the SPAD
component within each peer. As introduced in the
Measurement module description in Section 3.1, All-
man et al. [24] propose a technique based on TCP
retransmission analysis to estimate end-to-end
packet-loss rates in an accurate and unobtrusive
way. It is assumed that the SPAD system with
packet-loss rate capability will be able to use such
technique within its Measurement module.

Second, Zhang et al. [25] showed that end-to-end
packet-loss rates are constant on a scale of less than
10 min. This is lower than the 10–30 min constancy
of end-to-end delay, as mentioned in Section 3.2.1.
Therefore, the SPAD mechanism responsible for
triggering measurement updates and their propaga-
tion to the super-peers needs to account for this dif-
ference in constancy durations.

Third, the computation of the value of the QoS
parameter over an entire QEAP is different for the
delay and the packet-loss rate parameters. In the
case of the delay, the overall latency is the sum of
the single delays on the component paths, i.e. delay
is an additive metric. However for the packet-loss
rate parameter, the computation of the overall value
is performed using the complement of the single
packet-loss rates, which is a multiplicative metric
[7]. For example, if QAXB is a QEAP from hosts A

to B via a relay host X, and PAX and PXB are the
packet-loss rates on the respective paths [A! X],
and [X! B], then PAXB the packet-loss rate on
QAXB is defined as follows:

P AXB ¼ 1� ð1� P AX Þ � ð1� P XBÞ: ð11Þ

When searching for a QEAP between two peers, the
modified SPAD discovery schemes will use this
expression (11) to compute the overall packet-loss
rates on the potential alternate paths. It will then
compare the resulting values with the packet-loss
rate on the default path to determine if a given alter-
nate path is a QEAP.

Finally, given the added capability of discovering
QEAPs that provide enhanced delay and/or packet-
loss rate, a SPAD peer NA will have a larger number
of discovered QEAPs that it can potentially use to
forward the traffic of one of its application A.
The selection of the best QEAP depending on the
provided delay gain, packet-loss gain, and the QoS
requirements of the application A is important, as
it determines the user’s QoS perception. Such QEAP
selection mechanisms are important components of
a complete SPAD system. The design and evalua-
tion of such schemes are currently under investiga-
tion and will be presented in future works.

5. SPAD performance evaluation

To evaluate the proposed SPAD QEAP discov-
ery schemes, we used trace-based simulations on
the delay measurement datasets (described in
appendix A) from the NLANR-AMP, and the
PlanetLab All Pair-Ping projects [27,28].

5.1. Evaluation of the reactive information

exchange scheme

We performed the following experimentations to
evaluate the performance of the SPAD reactive
scheme. From the available 107 nodes in the
NLANR-AMP dataset [27], we randomly selected
10 nodes to perform as super-peers, and evenly asso-
ciated to them the remaining 97 nodes as normal-
peers. The size of the Rlist was set to 6 on each nor-
mal-peer. We used topologies from BRITE [33] to
connect the super-peers in a power-law topology
based on the Barbasi-Albert model. The following
results are averaged over 104 trials.

Fig. 16 presents a performance comparison
between SPAD, the former 2-level QEAP discovery
scheme (P2LS) [4], introduced in Section 2, and a
Random search scheme (RAND) where a node
looking for a QEAP queries a fixed-size list of ran-
dom potential relay nodes. The Performance axis



corresponds to the percentage of existing QEAP
that are discovered by each method. Starting with
SPAD, we varied TTLQ from 1 to 4 (4 being the
diameter of our experimental super-peer network).
We then noted the average size of the response list
for each TTLQ category, and used that value to
set the size of the candidate relay list in the P2LS
and the RAND schemes. For a TTLQ > 1, the
SPAD reactive scheme significantly outperforms
the 2 other methods, discovering 77.58% (±0.5726)
of existing QEAP for TTLQ = 4. The performance
of SPAD is a function of the reach of a query, i.e.
the more super-peers a query reaches, the more rel-
evant information will be received by the source
node, and the more potential relay nodes will be
known to the source. Yang and Garcia-Molina [8]
established that the reach in a power-law super-peer
network is a function of the existing number of
super-peers, their average node degree, and the
requests TTLQ. They provided an extensive study
of the influence of these parameters on the scalabil-
ity of such networks. Table 1 presents the search
cost in terms of messages being exchanged between
super-peers, and latency related to these exchanges.
The latency cost does not include processing delay
within super-peers. As expected, both costs increase
with TTLQ. The latency associated with the chance
of discovering 77.10% of existing QEAPS is still
close to 200 ms. For several applications, such as
VoIP, we believe that it is a reasonable connection
set-up time, since the resulting QEAP would proba-
bly be used for several minutes, and would provide
better delay than the default path for that duration
(more details on QEAP delay gains in appendix A).
Table 1 also shows the average size of responses
generated by a request for a version of SPAD with
response filtering on super-peers (as described in
Fig. 16) and a version of SPAD without filtering.
Using response filtering on super-peers significantly
decreases the size of responses sent back to the orig-
Table 1
SPAD performance characteristics for different TTLQ

TTL SPAD
performance
(%)

Search cost
(message
number)

Search
cost
latency
(ms)

Response list
size (number of
entries)

With
filter

Without
filter

1 58.59 2.85 97.6 8.26 11.18
2 70.33 6.12 160.8 11.98 17.22
3 77.10 9.28 208.4 15.22 22.75
4 77.58 10 222.1 15.87 23.86
inator of a request, thus decreasing the associated
bandwidth cost.

5.2. Evaluation of the proactive information
exchange scheme

We performed the following experiments to eval-
uate the performance of the SPAD proactive
scheme. We built the simulation networks by ran-
domly selecting 15 and 30 super-peers (i.e.
NS ¼ f15 or 30g) among the available 177 nodes
in the PlanetLab dataset [28], and by randomly
assigning the remaining nodes as associated
normal-peers. This resulted in about 11 and 5 nor-
mal-peers per super-peer. Using BRITE [33], we
organized the super-peers in a power-law topology.
We built all the Rlists (with a fixed-size of 10) and
the LETs, and performed information dissemina-
tion with different target reaches. In an ideal case,
where the set of super-peers remains constant and
where the proactive scheme has been operating for
a sufficient duration, a given information (e.g. a
LET entry from a super-peer) would reach all the
super-peers. This case corresponds to an achieved
100%-reach. However, due to the dynamic behavior
of peer-to-peer networks, such a 100%-reach state
might not be achieved at a given time. Therefore,
to evaluate the performance of the proposed proac-
tive scheme in these non-ideal cases, we specifically
set the reach of the information to some given target
values in the following experiments. We used the
model from Section 4.3.3 to determine the PD and
TTLD corresponding to each target reach. Finally,
at a random timestamp, we selected random nodes
as the source and the destination of a QEAP
request, and started the search process for different
query TTL (TTLQ). We repeated this experiment
104 times. Fig. 17a and b present the result for
NS ¼ 15ðNS ¼ 30 provides similar results). For a
TTLQ = {1, 2, or 3}, a SPAD architecture with
the information dissemination scheme allows the
discovery of more QEAPs than a SPAD architec-
ture without this scheme. Moreover, for a given
TTLQ, a higher dissemination reach provides a
higher number of discovered QEAPs. Assuming
that super-peers initially set PD and TTLD to aim
at 100%-reach, starting from a state of 0%-reach,
dissemination reach will increase as time progresses
and super-peer network remains quasi-stable. For
example with TTLQ = 1 and a minimum node
degree m = 3, a dissemination reach of 50% (i.e.
the LET information of each super-peer has reach
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Fig. 17. Fraction of discovered QEAPs among all the discoverable ones, for different TTLQ and information dissemination reach D.
Topology with NS ¼15 super-peers and minimum node degree m = 3 (a) and m = 2 (b).
50% of all the super-peers) allows the discovery of
about 95% of the discoverable QEAPs,3 while only
about 82.5% are discovered without the dissemina-
tion scheme (labeled No Diss. on the figures). This
difference increases as the minimum node degree
of the network decreases. On Fig. 17, for TTLQ = 1
and m = 2, the difference between the two scenarios
(i.e. 50%-reach and No-Dissemination) in terms of
discovered QEAPs is about 17.5%, compared to
the 12.5% for m = 3. Indeed, the more connections
a super-peer has, the more other super-peers a
request will reach at each TTLQ steps (i.e. the more
information it will access), hence the decrease in the
performance difference between 50%-reach and No-
Diss. scenarios.

For one QEAP request processing, Table 2 pre-
sents the average number of messages generated
by super-peers for different values of TTLQ. Table
3 shows the average QEAP search latency depend-
ing on the request TTLQ. This latency takes into
account the request forwarding delay, and the
response delay on the reverse path. It does not
account for processing time on super-peers. It is
only a function of the number of hops on the corre-
sponding request path, and does not depend on net-
work topology. As expected, Table 2 shows that
when TTLQ = 5 (the network diameter), the mes-
sage costs stabilize just under the numbers of
super-peers ðNS ¼ 15 and NS ¼ 30Þ. Indeed, once
a query has reached all existing super-peers, it can-
3 A QEAP is discoverable (i.e. can be discovered) if there exists
a SPAD super-peer that holds some information about it. Within
a given SPAD community at a given time, it is possible that some
existing QEAPs could not be discovered because there are no
super-peers that store information about them.
not be forwarded anymore. The steep increase in
message cost for initial TTLQ values is due to the
power-law nature of the topologies, i.e. requests
reach a highly connected super-peer after one hop,
which results in higher message generation at the
next TTL step.

These tables and figures provide sufficient infor-
mation to quantify the message cost and search
latency gains of the proposed information dissemi-
nation scheme. For example, if we assume a SPAD
community with NS ¼ 15 and m = 3 and sufficient
initial time to have a 50%-reach dissemination, the
information dissemination scheme allows the dis-
covery of around 95% of the discoverable QEAPs
at an average cost of 6.2 messages and a latency
of 190.9 ms. Achieving a similar performance with-
out the proposed scheme requires 12.1 messages,
and a latency of 380.5 ms.
5.3. Discussion on SPAD experimental evaluation

The experiments presented in this paper were all
based on simulations using delay measurements
between real Internet hosts. These measurements
provide a realistic snapshot of Internet delay char-
acteristics, thus ensuring that our simulation envi-
ronments accurately mimic the characteristics of a
real-world environment. However, these simula-
tions do not account for dynamic changes in net-
work connectivity. Indeed for each trial, the
simulated environment is not modified to reflect
the changes due to the resources being used by
any previously discovered QEAPs. To address this
issue, and perform SPAD evaluations in a dynamic
environment, we are currently developing a SPAD



Table 2
Search cost in messages for different TTLQ (i.e. TTL of the QEAP request)

Total number of messages generated by super-peers at each TTLQ step

Values of TTLQ

Network topology 1 2 3 4 5

NS ¼ 15; m = 2 4.6 10.3 13.1 14.3 14.8
NS ¼ 15; m = 3 6.1 12.1 14.0 14.7 14.9
NS ¼ 30; m = 2 4.8 14.6 22.2 26.2 28.1
NS ¼ 30; m = 3 6.6 18.9 25.1 27.7 29.9

Table 3
Search latency for TTLQ

Values of TTLQ QEAP search latency (ms)

1 190.9
2 380.5
3 572.4
4 762.0
5 951.9
prototype that we would like to deploy on a large
virtual test-bed like PlanetLab [35]. We successfully
tested our current SPAD prototype on a simple test-
bed composed of 4 hosts (each running a super-peer,
and several normal-peers) connected via an emu-
lated network provided by another machine running
DummyNet [36]. More testing needs to be done
before deploying our prototype on a resource-
shared test-bed like PlanetLab.

Another limit of our experimental approach is
the relatively small numbers of available nodes in
the datasets [19,27,28] (these node numbers are pre-
sented in Table A1). These numbers do not allow
extensive scalability evaluations. A possible
approach to overcome this limitation would be to
derive a statistical model for Internet end-to-end
delay (possibly based on the measurements from
these datasets), and combine this model with a
topology generator to create large simulation net-
works. Some contributions study such delay model
[37]. Due to time constraints, we did not investigate
this approach further.

Finally, one could also argue that the nodes in
the studied datasets are not representative of the
average real Internet host. Indeed, these dataset
nodes are either on corporate or academic net-
works, and consequently have more bandwidth
and less latency than hosts using dial-up connec-
tions. However as discussed in Section 1, SPAD is
designed for a community of third party service pro-
viders competing to propose software elements for
overlay applications, and cooperating to deliver
QoS within these overlay applications. As these ser-
vice providers are business-oriented entities, it is
realistic to assume that they would have network
connectivity at least similar to the hosts from the
studied datasets.
6. Conclusion

This paper presents SPAD, a unique complete
architecture that allows the discovery of QoS
Enhanced Alternate Paths (QEAPs) on the Internet.
The SPAD architecture has the following properties.
First, it is a fully distributed system with no single
point of failure, where each entity cooperates as an
equal peer. More precisely, SPAD is based on an
unstructured super-peer system, where cooperative
super-peers process QEAP queries issued by their
associated normal-peers. These normal-peers receive
back incrementally-gathered information on nodes
that could potentially act as relays. Second, SPAD
is located within a middleware framework, which
resides on end-host machines. Therefore, it can be
easily and incrementally deployed, as it does not
require any change to the current Internet routing
mechanisms, or core network components, such as
routers inside Autonomous Systems (ASes). Finally,
SPAD is efficient in discovering QEAPs on the Inter-
net. Indeed, the experimental evaluations of Section
5 demonstrate that SPAD allows the discovery of a
large percentage of the existing QEAPs with accept-
able message and latency costs.

Given such properties, and with the use of alge-
braic characteristics of QoS parameters [8], SPAD
is a valuable candidate solution for the provision
and management of enhanced QoS between end-
points within a composite service (i.e. an overlay

application) in the context of service-oriented overlay
networks. As described in Section 1, these service-
oriented overlay networks would provide complex
composite services to mobile network-enabled



4 SPAD is part of a middleware that mediates applications and
networks, similar to the role of the transport layer. Thus, it could
functionally be located at a similar level. TCP processing delay is
about 1–2 ms/packet when no kernel-to-user-space memory copy
is performed, which would be the case within a QEAP relay node.
devices, thus removing the need for extensive on-
board resource provision, and resulting in device
cost reduction, lower energy consumption, and
enhanced mobility support.

This paper focuses on SPADs design and mecha-
nisms. SPAD uses two complementary schemes to
allow QEAPs discovery: (i) a reactive mechanism
allowing the exchange of connectivity information
among SPAD peers in order to build lists of poten-
tial relays, and (ii) a proactive information exchange
mechanism improving the construction of these
lists. In Sections 4 and 5, we provided detailed
descriptions, discussions and evaluations of these
two schemes.

To the best of our knowledge, no other contribu-
tion provides a fully distributed scheme that allows
users at the edge of the network to directly discover
and utilize QEAPs. SPAD is designed for a bounded
community of peers, such as elementary service pro-
viders (Section 1). Compared to the Internet, this
community has a relatively small number of hosts.
The generalized use of QEAPs, and the deployment
of distributed QEAP discovery schemes on all hosts
of a vast network like the Internet, would require
further studies.

Our current research work focuses on the testing
of our SPAD prototype. Once completed, this pro-
totype would allow test-bed and real-world evalua-
tions of the proposed schemes and mechanisms.
Finally, we plan to integrate a complete SPAD sys-
tem within a framework providing generic functions
to overlay networks.
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Appendix A. Characteristics of QoS enhanced

alternate paths

A QoS enhanced alternate path (QEAP) is an
alternate Internet path between a pair of hosts. It
is built by concatenating a number of end-to-end
paths that together offer better end-to-end QoS than
the default Internet path, as shown in Fig. 2 of Sec-
tion 1. QEAPs exist mainly due to the operation of
the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) that provides
IP routing between Internet Autonomous Domains
(AS) [6]. Routing decisions in BGP are made based
on administrative policies and shortest AS hop
count. Due to reasons such as economic partnership
or competition issues, network administrators may
not consider QoS optimization as a primary factor
when implementing BGP routing policies. Thus, in
some cases, these policies may result in non QoS-
optimal default Internet end-to-end paths.

Using trace-based simulations, we analyzed the
availability and the characteristics of QEAPs on
subsets of the European and American Internet.
Table A1 presents this analysis on different mea-
surement datasets from the projects RIPE-TTM
[19], NLANR-AMP [27], and PlanetLab All Pair-
Ping [28]. These datasets provide snapshots of
one-way delay or Round Trip Time (RTT) delay,
between hosts within a given community. The anal-
ysis accounted for processing delay on potential
relay nodes by adding an offset of 1 ms to the delay
of all discovered alternate paths before deciding if
they were QEAPs. Earlier studies on transport layer
processing overhead [38,39] support this offset
value.4 In addition, we removed unusable hosts
from the datasets, namely hosts with an invalid or
incomplete set of measurements. The results show
that: (i) there is a significant number of QEAPs in
each of the datasets, and (ii) these QEAPs provide
substantial improvements to the end-of-end delay.
Figs. A.1 and A.2 present further QEAP analysis
on the RIPE-TTM datasets. Around 57% of the
QEAPs have a delay constancy of more than
5 min, which is consistent with the results from
[26,25]. Fig. A.2 shows, that in more than 90% of
the cases, gains that can be made via 3-hop QEAPs
are less than gains via 2-hop QEAPs. Other analysis
[4] show that most node pairs with existing 3-hop
QEAPs also have 2-hop ones. It is clear that the
benefit from discovering QEAPs with more than
2-hop is relatively small, thus this paper focuses
only on 2-hop QEAP discovery.



Table A1
QEAP analysis summary for different datasets

Dataset

RIPE TTM NLANR AMP PlanetLab AllPair Ping

Dataset date 25/05/04, 12/07/04 31/01/03, 17/06/04 11/04/05, 27/04/05
Number of valid hosts 47 107 177
Measurement frequency 2/min 1/min 1/15 min
Percentage of pair of nodes with existing QEAPs 50.6% 39.7% 49.5%
Mean delay gain on these existing QEAPs 26.1% 39.7% 16.4%
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Appendix B. Computation of M + 1 in a stationary

power-law topology

Section 4.3 introduced M + 1, the average num-
ber of direct neighbors for a given node in a graph,
and provided a mechanism that allows a node to
evaluate M + 1 in a distributed manner within a
dynamic topology. To complete the analysis of Sec-
tion 4.3.3, this section describes an analytical com-
putation of M + 1 in a power-law topology that
has reached a stationary regime. In such a station-
ary topology, Barabsi and Albert [40] provide the
following expression for the probability P(k) of a
node to have k direct neighbors:

P ðkÞ ¼ 2m2

k3
ðB:1Þ

with m being the minimum node degree of a node.
Thus, by definition the expected value E(k) of the
average number of direct neighbors for a node is
given by:

EðkÞ ¼
X1
k¼m

kP ðkÞ ¼
X1
k¼m

k2m2k�3 ¼ 2m2
X1
k¼m

1

k2
:

ðB:2Þ
Since S ¼

P1
k¼1

1
k2 is the Riemann series, which con-

verges to p2

6
, we obtain:

EðkÞ ¼ 2m2 p2

6
�

Xm�1

k¼1

1

k2

 ! !
: ðB:3Þ

In a stationary power-law topology, the above re-
sult (B.3) provides an analytical expression of
M + 1, the average number of direct neighbors for
a given node.
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